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Casey Soto '22 & Remi Owoseni ‘22
 Summer Programming Group 
Officers

We are Casey Soto and Remi Owoseni 
and we had the pleasure of directing 
PBHA’s Summer Urban program (SUP) 
this past summer. We both decided to 
direct SUP because we knew that this 
summer would be different from any 
other SUP. We saw it as an opportu-
nity to vision, dream, and show up for 
our communities. 

We call SUP 2021 “the only SUP of its 
kind.” SUP 2021 required us to inno-
vate and create a hybrid camp model. 
We took the best parts of last sum-
mer’s fully virtual SUP - its small on-
line classes, 1-1 connections between 
youth and counselors, and supply de-
liveries to campers’ homes. We added 
more structure and 1-1 learning time 
so children could receive much need-
ed personalized attention after a year 
of disrupted education. 

However, keeping some activities vir-
tual presented a new challenge. Many 
students felt fatigued after a year of 
online learning. The SUP 2021 team 
met the challenge and more. Among 
our favorite memories was dropping 
by an online classroom to find Mis-
sion Hill senior counselor Josh Caven 
dressed in a dragon costume, roaring 
and celebrating every time a camper 
answered a question correctly. Small 
moments like that capture the creativ-
ity and joy that every staff member 
put into SUP this year.

We also added in-person compo-
nents: campers spent real time with 
each other in person! “Magic School 
Buses,” or PBHA vans were filled with 
outdoor equipment and games to in-
crease the fun of outdoor in-person 
activities, and tables and tents set up 
each day for shade became outdoor 
learning spaces. We watched China-
town campers rediscover the magic 
of blowing bubbles on Boston Com-
mon and experience the delight and 
chaos of playing an in-person version 
of Among Us. Some program activities 
took place in physical classroom spac-
es (to which we had limited access) 
but also at local libraries and commu-
nity centers who were excited to wel-
come children back.

At the beginning of the summer, we 
sat down with our team to talk about 
what we needed to make this summer 
happen and how to face unexpected 
challenges with resilience and love. 
We landed on Joy, Wellness, Support, 
and Community as SUP 2021’s core 

values. We witnessed joy in our camp-
ers as they reveled in friendly compe-
titions of kickball and water balloon 
fights, and painted beautiful camp 
murals. Counselors had conversations 
with our youth about identifying emo-
tions, identity and empowerment, and 
problem solving. We embraced well-
ness and support by creating mindful-
ness practices, enabling us to not only 
check in with our physical bodies but 
also our hearts and minds and build 
uplifting community spaces.  

SUP 2021 was truly unlike any other. 
This year, we gave ourselves the time 
and the space to dream. We tossed 
around “what-ifs,” narrowed possibili-
ties, thought about likely outcomes, 
hypothesized about the state of the 
world, and most importantly focused 
on what our youth needed from us. 
We built strong relationships with 
each other. We prioritized joy and 
wellness. We celebrated and support-
ed each other. We are so proud of our 
staff and our youth for creating such 
a wonderful summer experience and 
are so excited to see everyone come 
together again next summer.
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There is Always Time for the Right Work
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 whale watch, and went bowling.

Aware of the increased disparities 
many in our communities are facing 
in the wake of the pandemic, we also 
prioritized providing SUP families with 
food security, technology, and housing 
eviction support. Additionally, we con-
tinued to strengthen the social emo-
tional curriculum for the campers and 
wellness support for staff. Our Mid-
summer Celebration, held virtually, 
captured the joy of programs through 
Zoom and in-person performances, 
celebration of our partners, and even 
some live Kahoot! trivia and freeze 
dance.

Another principle of adaptive lead-
ership is “What you pay attention to 
grows.” We have learned many les-
sons and grown in many ways through 
the pandemic, but one of the most im-
portant is that when we pay attention 
to participants in our programs who 
need our support, and pay attention 
to moments of joy, belonging and col-
lective care, what we grow is a resil-
ient community, grounded in justice, 
able to take on even the greatest of 
challenges. As the country reopened 
its doors, hopefully we were able to 
open hearts, minds, and perspectives. 
And that is always the “right work.”

Maria Dominguez-Gray, Ed.M. ‘94
Class of ‘55 Executive Director

An approach to management we 
teach PBHA students is adaptive lead-
ership or an emerging model that 
embraces change, experimentation, 
and innovation. Adaptive leadership 
enables individuals to handle chal-
lenges and adapt to the evolving envi-
ronment around them. This summer, 
our evolving environment was shaped 
by a range of challenges caused by the 
pandemic including limited access to 
indoor spaces, families stretched thin 
for resources, COVID safety guidelines 
that changed on a weekly basis, and 
no Harvard housing for students en-
gaged in service resulting in a limited 
number of college students able to 
stay in Greater Boston. As vaccines be-
came available and the country began 
to reopen, we were able to run more 
programs in person where possible 
and keep the best of online accessibil-
ity where most helpful. 

One guiding principle of adaptive 
leadership is “There is always time for 
the right work.” PBHA’s 2021 summer 
programming continued to be ground-
ed in the strength of adaptation and 
knowing that, despite the odds, we 
would make time and space for the 
work that was most needed. With the 
support of our partners, the Harvard 

Square Homeless Shelter was able 
to reopen its doors in June thanks to 
an investment in renovations to en-
sure safer air quality. The Y2Y Harvard 
Square Shelter, having weathered the 
unimaginable marathon of staying 
open every day since March 2020, 
welcomed student volunteers back in 
greater numbers this summer. On the 
other end of the spectrum, PBHA’s 
Adult English Language Learner Pro-
gram opted to expand online services 
to better meet the busy schedules and 
accessibility needs of their students, 
and as a result grew to serve an un-
precedented number - more than 600 
- of learners.

When the country reopened, SUP 
families needed to return to work and 
as the summer approached, the pos-
sibility of operating in person became 
more realistic and the need more 
pressing. We were committed to be-
ing there for our families to meet their 
needs as best as we could, but we 
didn’t really know how we would do 
so given the challenges. We turned 
once again to the creativity, resilience, 
and generosity of our student leaders, 
staff, college and community partners, 
alumni and supporters to imagine and 
make a summer like no other.

In the end, we were proud to be able 
to offer a hybrid SUP model. Youth 
participated part time in online classes 
with innovative curriculum taught by 
students around the country and part 
time in person with activities facilitat-
ed by college students and high school 
students in Boston and Cambridge 
neighborhood parks. As COVID re-
strictions relaxed, children from each 
program were also able to safely par-
ticipate in local field trips, one of the 
more beloved parts of the SUP expe-
rience. Programs hiked the Blue Hills 
and Franklin Park, spotted whales on a 

Cultivating Joy
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Loey Bull ‘23
Director, Cambridge Youth Enrich-
ment Program (CYEP)

Going into my second summer with 
Cambridge  Youth Enrichment Pro-
gram (CYEP), I was really looking 
forward to seeing the returners con-
tinue to grow while also welcoming 
new kids to the program. One lunch 
during the first week, I asked a few 
kids if I could sit at the table to eat 
with them. They were all enthusiastic 
about making space for me and one 
of them even said, “Of course you 
can! We all love you, Loey!” 

I’m certain that some kids were anx-
ious about making friends and about 
adapting to the summer with CYEP. I 
was too! It was my commitment to 
make sure that my campers had a 

great experience but to my surprise, 
they were there for me as well. 

This summer required major struc-
tural changes to the program and we 
were faced with the task of creating a 
hybrid program that best served CYEP 
families and staff. This required a lot 
of flexibility and trust in one another 
to effectively execute. For example, 
some junior and senior counselors 
were completely remote while others 
were hybrid or completely in-person. 
We also ran camp from two sites and 
split the days by rising grade level to 
maintain small groups for health and 
safety. 

It was incredible witnessing the cre-
ativity of counselors who collaborat-
ed to create curriculum, the patience 
of families who had to adjust to the 

hybrid program, the optimism of the 
kids and their capacity to show up 
daily with excitement, and the deter-
mination of my two co-directors as 
we worked together to ensure things 
ran smoothly. 

One of the most special moments of 
CYEP this summer was when the kids 
and counselors surprised me with 
a big card they’d all signed for my 
birthday in the last week of program. 
It was so thoughtful and was such a 
generous way to show their appre-
ciation and happiness for me. From 
the very first week to the very last, 
I found myself in a supportive com-
munity that helped to create (per the 
words on the PBHA website) one of 
the hardest summers I’ll ever love.

Together, we made a difference for:
181 Teen and College staff members

409 Campers & Families

“SUP was the absolute highlight 
of my entire summer. I knew that 
every day with my campers was 

going to be a great day. I saw it in 
their smiles, their cheerful faces, 
in them running around on the 
playground and having just the 
time of their lives” - SUP Senior 

Counselor
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Leadership ($20,000 & 
up)  

Boston Centers for Youth & 
Families (BCYF)**  

Chan Zuckerberg Initiative 
(CZI)**  

City of Cambridge 
Commonwealth of 

Massachusetts & Health 
Resources in Action 2021 
Summer Camp Grants 
Program 

Department of Youth 
Employment & 
Engagement (DYEE)**  

Nancy Goroff 
Harvard Office of Career 

Services (OCS)  
Harvard President’s Public 

Service Fund (PPSF)  
Harvard Public Affairs & 

Communications (HPAC)  
Harvard Square Homeless 

Shelter Corporation 
Harvard University 

Employees Credit Union 
(HUECU) 

John Hancock Life Insurance 
Company - MLK Scholars  

Massachusetts Department 
of Primary & Secondary 
Education (ASOST-Q)  

MassHousing 
Philanthropy Massachusetts, 

Inc. - The Summer Fund  
Ian Simmons & Liesel 

Pritzker Simmons  
Teresa Wallace & John Chou 

Leadership ($10,000 to 
$19,999)  

Cambridge Housing 
Authority (CHA)  

Harvard College Marathon 
Challenge (HCMC) 

Harvard COOP 
Mayor’s Summer Youth 

Employment Program 
(MSYEP)**  

LeHuyen Pham 

Raymond P. Lavietes 
Foundation  

Leadership ($5,000 to 
$9,999)  

Albert O. Wilson Foundation 
Anne E. Borghesani 

Community Fund 
Cambridge Trust Company 

(CTC) 
Paul & Helen Chang 
Frances R. Dewing 

Foundation 
Harvard Pilgrim HealthCare 
Christopher Morss 
Leslie Parrette, Jr. 
Putnam Investments 
Robert Treat Paine 

Association (RTPA) 
 
Visionaries ($2,500-

$4,999)  
Jonathan Aibel 
Walter & Susan Birge III 
Cambridge Community 

Foundation (CCF) 
Commonwealth of 

Massachusetts Attorney 
General’s Office (AGO)  

Google 
Ihab Massoud 
Mission Hill Fenway 

Neighborhood Trust 
(MHFNT) 

Jessica Sculley, in honor of 
Fahedur Fahed

Anupam Singh 
South Boston Community 

Development Foundation 
(SBCDF) 

Joseph & Theresa Thai 

Philanthropists ($1,000-
$2,499)  

Anderson & Kreiger LLP 
Coley Barbee 
James Barrett 
Barron Family Foundation 
Derek Bok 

Morgan Bradylyons 
Brigham & Women's 

Hospital -  
C & W Services 
Dana Caggiano 
Cambridge Savings Bank 
Julie Chelminski 
William Cowan 
Robert Cox 
Bethany Croteau 
Steven Feyerick 
Stephen Gehlbach 
Hillary Hawkins, in honor of 

Josh Caven
Peter Hoffenberg 
Ian Huschle 
Chinwe Kpaduwa 
Steven Laufer, in honor of 

Fahedur Fahed
Silchen Lee 
Lend-A-Hand Society 
Sue Lonoff de Cuevas 
Mina Makarious 
Laura Maltby 
Patricia Cleary Miller 
Newsboys Reading Room 

Association 
Robert Wood Johnson 

Foundation (RWJF) 
Ted & Lori Samuels 
Michael Schwartz, in honor 

of Fahedur Fahed
Ellen Semonoff 
Shawmut Design & 

Construction 
Charity Shumway 
Russell Stemlicht 
Ann & Robert Stephens, in 

honor of Steve Bullock & 
Michelle Martin

Russell Sternlicht, in honor 
of Fahedur Fahed

Iris Tian 
Huy Tran 
David Wu, in honor of 

Fahedur Fahed

Advocates ($500-$999)  
Albert & Judith Goldberg 

Foundation, The 

Anonymous 
Selamawi Asgedom 
Greg Babineau 
Charles Balbach 
Shirley Bangayan, in honor of 

Alia Abiad
C.C. Barrett 
Jerry Bell 
Prudence Biedler Carr 
Nicholas Castaneda 
James Chattra 
Robert Chaudoin 
Devin Cole 
Erin Cram, in honor of 

Fahedur Fahed
Alan Curtis 
Andrew Dick, in honor of 

Logan Dick
Margaret Drickamer 
M.C. Fleischer, in honor of 

Julia Meister
George Fletcher 
William & Helena Foulkes 
Nancy Garland 
Lily Ge 
Carl Helmetag 
Alexia Ingram 
Jane Kaczmarek 
Randall Kempner 
Christopher Kilby 
Pauline Kim, in honor of 

Fahedur Fahed
(Nathan) Geon Woo Kim 
Nobuko Kuhn 
Jason Luke 
Michele Markarian 
Paul Matos 
Shakeel Modak 
Palmarin Family, in honor of 

Wilma Tec-May
Manuel Pedrosa, in honor of 

Alia Abiad
George Poulos 
Saim Raza 
Julie Reuben 
Lenny Rodriguez 
Douglas Schmidt 
David Schoenberg, in honor 

of Fahedur Fahed
Jason Shaffner 

Thank you to our 2021 PBHA Summer Program donors!*
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Design & Editing
 

Nathan Greenberg

Siena Construction 
Corporation 

Sharye Skinner, in honor of 
Kate DiTrani

Mercedes Soto 
Jonathan Tannen 
Christine Tran 
Peter Weller 
Alan Winslow 
Tseming Yang 

Partners ($250-$499)  
Abdul Abiad, in honor of Alia 

Abiad
Charlie Allen 
Anonymous (14) 
David Atherton 
Laura Bachrach 
Ronald Barusch & Cynthia 

Dahlin, in honor of Alia 
Abiad

Sheldon & Susan Bishov 
Jane Bock, in honor of 

Fahedur Fahed
Josiah Bonsey 
Virginia Borges, in honor of 

Thu Pham
Jeremiah Bresnahan 
Deborah Carroll 
Joanna Cataldo 
Edwin Cebrian, in honor of 

Logan Dick
Cindy Cen 
Century Bank, in honor of 

Fahedur Fahed
Cindy Therese Chan 
Charlie Rose 
Peter Cherbas 
Deborah Cheung 
Ryan Cole, in honor of Logan 

Dick
Barbara Cone, in honor of 

Elizabeth Ogolo
K. Gordon Cross 
Andrea Darcy 
Elizabeth DeLucia 
Emily Schmitt Dennis 
Logan Dick, in honor of Anna 

Cohen
Marissa Doyle, in honor of 

Anna Gefke
Bridget Duffy 
Linda Edwards 
Marilyn Ellwood 
Ayotunde Fasina, in honor of 

Athena Zheng
Chester Finn, Jr. & Renu 

Virmani 
William & Patricia 

Fitzsimmons 
Christian Flynn (Schutt-

Flynn Family), in honor of 
Fahedur Fahed

Sabrina Forte 
Stephen Fromm 
Varsha Ghosh & Julien 

Farland 
Philip Grant 
Sam Greenberg, in honor of 

Thu Pham
Peter Hamel 
Shaquilla Harrigan 
Matthew Hiatt 
Nancy Hsu-Law 
Laurel Jeffay 
Richard Kelley 
Sadaf Khan 
Sophie Kim 
Grace Klopcic 
Betsy Kramer 
Todd Krohne 
William Kussin 
Brooks Lambert-Sluder & 

Katie Steele 
Robert Lawrence 
Teresa Le 
Alexandra Lee 
Amy Leung 
Clayton & Tracy Lockhart 
Naja Pham Lockwood 
Travis Lovett 
Melissa Luna 
Jose Magana 
Peter Malkin 
William Maloney 
Susan & Daniel Mangold 
Christina Marshall 
Timothy McCarthy, in honor 

of Laura Murphy
Scott McCue 

Michael & Pegi Touff 
Tiya Miles 
Samantha Morrison, in 

honor of Margaret Hylton
Robin Mount & Mark Szpak 
Robert Mundheim 
Marjorie Murphy 
Barbara Murphy-Warrington 
Ming Wei Nagasawa 
Elaine Norkus, in honor of 

Fahedur Fahed
Maria O'Brien 
Once Upon A Time 

Foundation 
Carmen Ortiz, in honor of 

Jordan DiGirolamo
Adebola Owolewa, in honor 

of Joyce Huang
Sean Palfrey 
Martin Pascual 
Michele Penzer 
Peter Hamel 
George Qiao & Joyce Huang 
Patrick Ramsey 
Katherine Reisz-Hanson, in 

honor of Fahedur Fahed
Rola Languages 
Charlie Rose, in honor of 

Loey Bull
Timothy Roskelley 
Carl & Jane Sahler, in honor 

of Elliot Schiff
Anna Santoleri 
Nicole Satyanarayan 
John & Maureen Schaetzl, in 

honor of Fahedur Fahed
Edward & Betsy Schiff 
Aaron Schildkrout 
Lucy Schmidt Abrianna 

Hansell
Jennifer Shi 
Robert Simpson 
Kaushal Singh 
Rachel Singh 
Jaquell Sneed 
Socola Chocolatier 
Vivian Song 
Staff at Harvard's Office of 

Career Services 
Yee-Ping Sun, in honor of 

Fahedur Fahed
James Swank 
Sheila Thimba, in honor of 

Michael K. Tran, M.D.
Michelle Timmerman, in 

honor of Thu Pham
Allison Torsiglieri, in honor of 

Fahedur Fahed
Uyen Tran 
Nicholas Tsang 
Ronald Tsang, in honor of 

Athena Zheng
Lisa Ulrich 
Amy Vest 
Gary Vitale 
Melodie Vitale 
Deborah Jackson Weiss 
Phoebe West 
Eve Wittenberg 
Eric Wolman 
Shirley Woodward, in 

memory of Edward S. 
Fleming

Michelle Yee 
Caroline Zheng 

*Gifts of $250 or more to SUP 
received as of 11/1/21
** In-kind gifts

Please let us know if your name 
was inadvertently omitted.

The Arthur Liman Press at 
Phillips Brooks House is an 
endowed fund established 

by the efforts 
of the Liman 

family in honor 
of Arthur C. 
Liman ‘54 
to support 

publications 
that honor 

public service and his 
memory.

Design & Editing
Yuki Haraguchi

Louise Wills



Adaptability & Mindfulness
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Samuel Ward ‘22, Tatiana Quinta-
nilla ‘21 & Florence Darko ‘23
Directors, Franklin I-O 

This summer, Franklin I-O welcomed 
campers from the Dorchester com-
munity to participate in programming 
centered around adaptability, curios-
ity, and mindfulness. Our program 
thrived virtually as well as in-person, 
with counselors and students utiliz-
ing endless internet resources and 
enjoying the great outdoors (and in-
doors on rainy days). Our team of se-
nior counselors was spread across the 
United States, with leaders logging in 
all the way from California to locally in 
Massachusetts. Our campers partici-
pated in daily journaling and restor-

ative circles, played their fair share of 
hop scotch and Taboo, and made pa-
per airplanes and self-portraits. Every 
Friday, all the counselors and campers 
convened on Zoom for a camp-wide 
meeting where we enthusiastically 
recited Franklin I-O’s camp chant de-
spite lagging video and delayed audio.

Learning to be adaptable was the pri-
mary task for Franklin I-O as we navi-
gated being unable to bus campers 
to and from programming along with 
the continued challenges of remote 
programming. In order to become 
comfortable in the discomfort of the 
unknown, we encouraged each other 
to be curious, discovering new ways 
to engage with each other (like ex-
ploring our personalities while play-
ing the online game skribbl.io) and 
learning about the world (through our 
natural science projects at Harambee 
Park). Mindfulness kept us tethered 
to our goals of mutual investment 
and personal development. With our 
weekly journals and circles and Mid-
dle Up’s Hip Hop Therapy Workshop, 
we learned how to express and ar-

ticulate our emotions, how to actively 
listen to each other, and how to com-
municate respectfully. 

By the end of camp, the counsel-
ors and campers had formed last-
ing friendships and mentorships and 
couldn’t contain their excitement at 
the possibility of returning to camp 
the following summer. Most of all, we 
learned the importance of collabora-
tion - between counselors, campers, 
families, and community members - 
in making an unprecedented summer 
and unforgettable experience. 

Reigniting Curiosity
Kate Johnsen ‘02, Ed.M. ‘14
Deputy Director 

Loss was an all too common experi-
ence during COVID. For the SUP com-
munity, one of our greatest losses 
was the inability to take campers to 
new places, to spark curiosity and joy 
through discovery. Experiential learn-
ing has been a cornerstone of SUP 
since its inception. In the 1980s Key-
latch toured Latino communities along 
the Eastern Seaboard. SUP programs 
have traveled to New York, Washing-
ton D.C., New Hampshire, Maine, and 
Philadelphia. 

SUP campers have visited cultural in-
stitutions in Boston, Niagara Falls, the 
Capitol, Mt. Sunapee, Myles Standish 
campgrounds, and the Aquinna Res-
ervation. In 2020, senior counselors 
did everything they could to continue 
to expose campers to new environ-
ments, but no matter how interactive 
or dynamic the online field trips were, 
they did not spark wonder. 

In 2021, the SUP community redis-
covered wonder. The SUP 2021 model 
incorporated field trips. Campers from 
South Boston Outreach Summer went 
on a whale watch in Boston Harbor 
and saw different species of whales. 

Junior Leaders In Community (JLinC) 
participants hiked the Blue Hills. Bos-
ton Refugee Youth Enrichment camp-
ers picnicked at Castle Island. Camp-
ers from the Native American Youth 
Enrichment Program visited a farm 
focused on indegenous practices and 
sustainability. New environments pro-
vided catalysts for imagination, so-
cial connections, and joy. Friendships 
were forged on hikes, boats, the farm, 
and at the beach. Most importantly, 
SUP reclaimed the magic of expanding 
horizons and the hope that discovery 
ignites.

"SUP pushed my 
understanding of what  

summer camp and 
community actually can be. 
I learned that community 
is way beyond what I've 

even imagined it to be. The 
possibilities are endless as 
long as everybody's willing 

to put in the work" - SUP 
Director

Thu Pham ‘23
Director, Boston Refugee Youth 
Enrichment (BRYE)

If you had visited Townfield Park in 
Dorchester this past summer or any 
of Boston Refugee Youth Enrichment’s 
(BRYE) Zoom classrooms, you would 
have see two things happening: joy 
and learning. For the first time in its 
history, BRYE ran a hybrid model and 
almost every student opted into in-
person programming. 

Early on, it was easy to get caught up in 
the seemingly endless logistic impos-
sibilities, and more importantly, the 
worry at the forefront of our minds: 
how would we continue to create the 
same sense of BRYE love, family, and 
support for the community with this 
new model? 

Innovation was present in all aspects 
of the camp. In the absence of vans, 
staff planned out walking routes to 

accompany students to and from 
program. For our outdoor in-person 
programming, we brainstormed and 
made sure to use all supplies and the 
natural features of the space to our 
advantage. In-person and online staff 
collaborated to create engaging and 
creative curriculum, ensuring that stu-
dents had continuity between both 
aspects of camp. Those adjustments 
involved much planning and discus-
sion with community members and 
staff, and I attribute BRYE’s success 
this summer to the resilience, dedica-
tion, and energy of our participants, 
staff, and community partners. 

Students arrived everyday eager to 
learn, whether it was about quadri-
laterals, each other’s home countries, 
or a volcano made out of limes. Staff 
and students were rarely ruffled by 
adversity, even throughout the hot 
(and sometimes rainy) days outside, 
technological difficulties, or long walk-
ing routes to and from the program. 
Our community partners, specifically 
the Vietnamese American Initiative 
for Development (VietAID) and the 
Dorchester branch of the Boston Pub-
lic Library, were with us every step of 
the way. They made our full-day model 
possible by providing lunches and al-
lowing BRYE students to participate in 
literary activities in their space. They 
also offered invaluable insight and ad-
vice about the Dorchester community, 
which was especially critical given that 
BRYE had not entered the physical 
space for so long.
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The most rewarding part of the sum-
mer was seeing meaningful relation-
ships form between campers and 
staff alike, especially after such an 
intense period of social isolation. A 
few memories from this summer will 
always stick with me: on one of the 
first days of in-person programming, 
witnessing two participants recogniz-
ing each other from a breakout room 
in their online class, and then sticking 
with each other for the rest of camp; 
senior counselors, junior counselors, 
and participants engaging in fun con-
versations that made the long walk-
ing routes seem like seconds; and the 
somber goodbyes on the last day of 
programming, with promises to keep 
in touch for years to come.

We Have Everything We Need 

 
SUP is...

BRYE ▪ CHAD ▪ CYEP ▪FIO▪ KSP ▪ MHSP 
NAYEP ▪ RYI▪ RYSE▪ SBOS ▪ JLinC ▪ LEADERS! 

"I have become more 
confident and flexible. I've 

seen myself go from not 
knowing very much about 

teaching at all to being 
able to make a curriculum 
in a few short hours. That 
growth is something that I 
can fully attribute to being 

a SUP counselor. It has 
been an absolute pleasure, 
I am so glad that I did SUP 
this summer" - SUP Senior 

Counselor



Reopening Harvard Square Homeless Shelter 
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I had the honor and privilege of di-
recting the Harvard Square Homeless 
Shelter (HSHS) during its reopening 
this summer. It feels surreal that I 
have been staffing HSHS for seven ye-

Fahedur Fahed '22
Director, Harvard Square Homeless 
Shelter (HSHS) 

ars now, and it all started my freshman 
year of high school with the weekly 
Club 4 dinner shifts. Because my family 
was fortunate enough to be placed in 
Cambridge public housing, it has been 
ingrained in me to return what was gi-
ven to me and to do everything I can 
to help guests secure employment 
and housing opportunities. 

We were told the shelter’s renovati-
ons would not be completed until the 
fall, and we unfortunately missed all 
of the grant deadlines we typically re-
ceive each year. However, as the sum-
mer approached, the timeline for the 
renovations drastically shortened and 
there was hope for a summer shelter 
opening. Without any sources of fun-
ding, I turned to the HSHS alumni and 
peer network and launched a crowds-

ourcing fundraising campaign via Click 
& Pledge. We raised nearly $20,000 to 
help cover the costs of in-shelter ope-
rations and the inaugural summer ite-
ration of the Street Outreach Program. 
This was the hardest summer of my 
life, but the most invaluable because 
I loved the transitional model for the 
same 15 guests with a focus on inten-
sive case management. As a result, 
it drove my passion for investigating 
the intersection of health and home-
lessness. I have dedicated my senior 
thesis to the positive feedback loop 
between homelessness and chronic 
opioid addiction, and I now strive to-
ward one day practicing addiction me-
dicine and working at Boston Health 
Care for the Homeless.


